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SUMMARY
• This paper presents some of the key design challenges in the development 

and production of a compact signal intelligence (SIGINT) antenna system for 
submarine applications.  The SIGINT system consists of a communications 
intelligence (COMINT) antenna with an electronic intelligence (ELINT) 
antenna mounted on top.

• The presentation covers:

a. The electrical requirements.

b. The environmental requirements.

c. The electrical design of the radome.

d. The structural analysis and design of the radome.

e. Pressure testing of the radome and qualification.

f. The impact of the radome on the ELINT system.

g. Evaluation and electrical testing of the COMINT antenna system.

h. Conclusion.
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THE ELECTRICAL REQUIREMENTS

Presentation will concentrate on the high pressure radome which 
protects the COMINT antenna arrays.

Entire system must meet performance specifications in submarine 
applications.

•

SIGINT subsystem covers 2 to 18 GHz with monitoring and DF 
capabilities.

•

COMINT subsystem covers 300 kHz to 3 000 MHz with a monitoring 
and direction finding (DF) capability.

•

SIGINT system comprises two separate parts:

the communications intelligence (COMINT) subsystem

the electronic intelligence (ELINT) subsystem.

•

Compact signal intelligence (SIGINT) system covering the extremely 
wide frequency range from 300 kHz to 18 GHz.

•
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SO WHAT WILL WE BE TALKING ABOUT?

A FULLY OPERATIONAL 

SUBMARINE SIGINT ANTENNA
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MASS AND OUTLINE OF SIGINT ANTENNA

Radome encloses 0.3 m3 of air (300 kg of lift)•

221 kg:TOTAL

55 kg:* Mast interface carries diploops

11 kg:• Bottom clamp to mast

155 kg:Subtotal
52 kg:* Antenna cage + RF + RF base
63 kg:* Radome
2 kg:* ELINT Clamp to top

38 kg:* ELINT assembly
Masses of major components shown below•
SIGINT Antenna uses qualified ELINT system.•
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DETAIL OF SIGINT SYSTEM

ELINT 

Radome

VHF arrays

UHF array

HF array
RF assembly

SIGINT antenna comprises ELINT 
and COMINT antennas.
ELINT antenna is an existing 
qualified assembly.

COMINT antenna has several key 
assemblies:
*   Radome
*   UHF array
*   VHF arrays
*   HF array
*   RF assembly
*   Mast interface and clamp
*   Wet diploops
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ABRIDGED ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATION FOR COMINT

:
:
:
:
:

Note: For both monitoring and DF there is extended elevation coverage to + 70º

This sets stringent demands on the antenna arrays and the radome performance.

5º rms

3º rms

2º rms

2º rms

3º rms

Band A   (HF low)

Band A   (HF high)

Band B   (VHF)

Band C   (UHF low)

Band C   (UHF high)

:DF accuracy 

Customer Confidential (dBµV/m):Sensitivity
Vertical:Polarization
-5º to 30º with gradual degradation to + 70º:Elevation coverage
360º:Azimuth coverage
0.3 to 3 000 MHz:Frequency coverage                   
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THE ENVIRONMENTAL REQUIREMENTS
The following environmental requirements (amongst others) were prescribed 

by the submarine main contractor:   

where pa  = Pascal   = N/m2.

75 bar (7.5 Mpa):Maximum test pressure

68 bar (6.8 Mpa):No leakage pressure

50 bar (5.0 Mpa):Nominal operating pressure

:• Water pressure

MIL-STD-810F, Method 515.5, 
Proc 1

:• Vibration
5 metric tons / m2 (49 kpa):• Wave slap
90g, half sine, 2 ms each axis:• Operational shock
0 to 100%:• Humidity
- 25º C to + 60º C:• Operating temperature
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Water pressure exerts large forces on the radome

Structural analysis and design of the radome are clearly critical as are the 
selection of materials and the manufacturing processes.

•

The projected area of the radome in the vertical plane is about 0.5m2. Thus 
the side force on the vertical side of the radome is about 3.75 MN or        
383 000 kg or 383 metric tons.

•

Thus at 75 bar (7.5 Mpa) each square centimetre of the above surface 
carries a load of about 76.5 kg.

•

To put these numbers in context, recall that 1 bar is the pressure exerted by    
water at a depth of about 10.3 m (75 bar is about 770m deep).   

1 bar = 1.02 kg / cm2 =  100 kpa = 0.1 Mpa

•
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MAJOR RISK FACTORS 

• High pressure radome for COMINT

• UHF array inside radome (DF and monitoring)

• Integration of HF array

• Combination of monitoring channels

• Compact RF chain inside radome base

• Mass and restricted outline dimensions       
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THE ELECTRICAL DESIGN OF THE RADOME

Initial design studies looked at:

Cylindrical radome

Tapered radome

Major risk areas:

Structural integrity

Water tightness

HIGH PRESSURE RADOME

All externally exposed metallic parts are made of stainless steel 316.  This 
contributes significantly to the total mass budget.

•

Such a radome will be very heavy and will certainly impact the performance at 
the top end of the UHF band, particularly the high elevation angle coverage.

•

It is relatively easy to enclose the system in a very thick radome which meets 
the pressure requirement.

•
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RADOME SHAPE AND WALL CONFIGURATION

• There are major structural and UHF RF problems with a cylindrical radome.

• Shaped radome improves pressure handling and UHF RF performance.

• Transmission and reflection studies of the radome wall show that a solid 
radome wall will not give acceptable UHF performance.

• Therefore selected an A-sandwich wall configuration.

• This is much lighter than the solid wall and gives better reflection and 
transmission properties.

• The A-sandwich is shown in the next slide.  For the high strength application 
cannot use normal thin wall design for outer skins.
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MULTILAYER OR SANDWICH PANEL
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SIMPLE ANALYSIS FOR RADOME WALL
• Transmission and reflection at normal incidence vs frequency
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• Transmission and reflection vs angle of incidence at 3GHz
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RADOME DESIGN

To gain insight into the physical processes inside the radome used on old-
fashioned technique called ray tracing where one looks at how the reflected 
rays inside the radome propagate and bounce around.

•

Problem was too complex and analysis was too time consuming to run 
many iterations to define radome shape.  Project timescales started to slip.

•

Attempted to analyse the radome and its interaction with the UHF array 
using the most powerful finite element method (FEM) electromagnetic 
analysis software available in South Africa.

•
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EXAMPLE OF MULTIPLE REFLECTIONS INSIDE RADOME
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There are a myriad of reflected rays but the first and second internally reflected 
rays are the most important because at each reflection some of the incident 
energy leaks out of the radome.
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Ray tracing made easy … the wine glass design!
(Laser beam shows critical internal and external reflections

leading to shaped radome design)
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ELEVATION SHAPING OF THE RADOME
Used various wine 
glass profiles to see 
where rays went in 
elevation plane.  This 
led to the selection of 
an elliptical shape 
defined by the 
diameters of the base 
of the radome and the 
base of the ELINT 
system.
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ACHIEVED SUPERB UHF BAND AZIMUTH AND 
ELEVATION PLANE PATTERNS FOR MONITORING

Elevation plane coverage, 650-3000 MHz
10MHz steps, normalised.

Azimuth plane, 650-3000 MHz in
10 MHz steps, normalised
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS AND DESIGN OF RADOME
• Iterative electrical and mechanical designs.

• Extensive use of ANSYS  FEM software for structural analysis.

• Prescribed structural loads for FEM:

Maximum test pressure      7.5 Mpa (75 bar)
Tightness test pressure      6.8 Mpa (68 bar)
Nominal pressure                5.0 Mpa (50 bar)

• Structural analysis – full 3D modeling:

Maximum load case 75 bar
Lower clamp 90g transverse load
Wave slap

• Used measured mechanical properties of test samples of radome wall in              
FEM analysis, not “typical parameters” from published literature.
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RADOME DEFLECTION UNDER FULL LOAD CONDITIONS
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RADOME MANUFACTURE

Radome manufacture required the development of several special processes:

• Vacuum assisted resin infusion

• High repeatability and no voids

• Matched male-female moulds

• No machining of radome skins

• Single resin transfer lay-up of entire structure

• Post curing at elevated temperature to achieve optimum strength
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PRESSURE TESTING OF RADOME AND QUALIFICATION

• Pressure tests were carried out at submarine centre of South African Navy.

• Tests witnessed by SA Navy and ARMSCOR personnel.

• Tests carried out in dome capable of 250 bar.

• Fully assembled radome with all O-ring seals tested.

• Pressure stepped in 5 bar steps up to 80 bar.

• Pressure monitored continuously on calibrated electronic pressure 
transducer coupled to laptop test computer. 
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Radome being closed in the pressure vessel at the test facility in Simon’s Town.
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Applied pressure versus time
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SUCCESSFUL PRESSURE TEST WAS A MAJOR 
MILESTONE

• Radome manufactured in a controlled and repeatable process.

• Sufficiently high design safety margins.

• No pressure drop or leakage recorded.

• No mechanical damage.

• Radome passed pressure test for structure and leakage to 80 bar.
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SIGINT IN VIBRATION AND SHOCK JIG AT GEROTEK
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INTERACTIONS OF RADOME REFLECTIONS WITH ELINT 
ASSEMBLY
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PATTERN MEASUREMENTS IN LARGE ANECHOIC 
CHAMBER

ELINT WITHOUT RADOME ELINT WITH RADOME
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16 GHz PATTERNS FOR V-POL WITH (------) AND WITHOUT (        ) RADOME

AZIMUTH ELEVATION

BORESIGHT
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EVALUATION AND ELECTRICAL 
TESTING AT THE NATIONAL ANTENNA 
TEST RANGE AT PAARDEFONTEIN                          
(Fully automated data gathering)
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ABSOLUTE GAIN ELEVATION PLANE PATTERNS FOR MONITORING 
INCLUDING RF PRE-AMPLIFIERS

650 TO 3 000 MHz in 10 MHz steps
3-D monitoring patterns frequency vs
elevation vs amplitude (dB)
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3-D DF PATTERNS IN FREQUENCY VS AZIMUTH VS AMPLITUDE

DF 1 peak at 180 DF 2 peak at 108
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MONITORING SENSITIVITY IN SPECIFIED AND FULL ELEVATION
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CONCLUSION

• This presentation has shown that an ultra-compact SIGINT antenna was     
successfully developed, qualified and produced.

• The critical problem of the COMINT high pressure radome was solved as 
regards the pressure requirements of the submarine and the system meets 
all the electrical performance requirements.

• The COMINT radome does not degrade the performance of the ELINT
antenna mounted on top.

• SIGINT systems have been delivered to the customer and harbour 
acceptance trials (HATS) are currently in process.

• This was achieved in less than 30 months from the award of the contract 
and was possible only because of a multidisciplinary approach involving 
many parties each playing to their strengths.

• A world-class product of which the South African industry can be proud 
was developed. 


